Aim of the present study was to identify efficient compensatory gaze patterns applied by patients with homonymous visual field defects (HVFDs) under virtual reality (VR) conditions in a dynamic collision avoidance task. Thirty patients with HVFDs due to vascular brain lesions and 30 normal subjects performed a collision avoidance task with moving objects at an intersection under two difficulty levels. Based on their performance (i.e. the number of collisions), patients were assigned to either an ''adequate'' (HVFD A ) or ''inadequate'' (HVFD I ) subgroup by the median split method. Eye and head tracking data were available for 14 patients and 19 normal subjects. Saccades, fixations, mean number of gaze shifts, scanpath length and the mean gaze eccentricity, were compared between HVFD A , HVFD I patients and normal subjects. For both difficulty levels, the gaze patterns of HVFD A patients (N = 5) compared to HVFD I patients (N = 9) were characterized by longer saccadic amplitudes towards both the affected and the intact side, larger mean gaze eccentricity, more gaze shifts, longer scanpaths and more fixations on vehicles but fewer fixations on the intersection. Both patient groups displayed more fixations in the affected compared to the intact hemifield. Fixation number, fixation duration, scanpath length, and number of gaze shifts were similar between HVFD A patients and normal subjects. Patients with HVFDs who adapt successfully to their visual deficit, display distinct gaze patterns characterized by increased exploratory eye and head movements, particularly towards moving objects of interest on their blind side. In the context of a dynamic environment, efficient compensation in patients with HVFDs is possible by means of gaze scanning. This strategy allows continuous update of the moving objects' spatial location and selection of the task-relevant ones, which will be represented in visual working memory.
Introduction
Homonymous visual field defects (HVFDs) represent the most frequent type of visual deficits after acquired brain injury (Zihl, 1999) , affecting nearly 80% of patients with unilateral postchiasmal brain damage (Zihl, 1995) . Sufficient spontaneous recovery of the visual field is seldom and may occur within the first 6 months (Zhang et al., 2006) . In the majority of patients, HVFDs are chronic manifestations that create a marked amount of subjective inconvenience in everyday life (Gall et al., 2009; Papageorgiou et al., 2007) . Patients typically complain about difficulties with reading (i.e. hemianopic dyslexia) and visual exploration Schuett et al., 2008; Zihl, 2000) . The visual exploration impairment is characterized by the disability to gain a quick overview of the visual scene especially in unfamiliar surroundings or complex situations (Mort & Kennard, 2003; Zihl, 1995) . Impaired visual exploration is associated with longer visual search times, shorter saccades, numerous refixations, target omissions, and longer, unsystematic scanpaths Mort & Kennard, 2003; Pambakian et al., 2000; Tant, Cornelissen, Kooijman, & Brouwer, 2002b; Zihl, 1995) .
Driving has been also considered to be problematic for patients with HVFDs. The majority of on-road studies and simulator experiments have highlighted poor steering control, incorrect lane position and difficulty in gap judgment as the primary problems of drivers with HVFDs (Bowers, Mandel, Goldstein, & Peli, 2009; Bowers, Mandel, Goldstein, & Peli, 2010; Szlyk, Brigell, & Seipel, 1993; Tant et al., 2002b; Wood et al., 2009) . Additionally, in a recent study investigating self-reported driving difficulty, drivers with hemianopic and quadrantanopic field loss expressed significantly more difficulty with driving maneuvers involving peripheral vision and independent mobility, compared to those with normal visual fields (Parker et al., 2011) .
However, driving performance of some patients is similar to that of normal subjects, while others display obvious vehicle control problems (Papageorgiou et al., 2012; Parker et al., 2011; Tant et al., 2002b; Szlyk et al., 1993; Wood et al., 2009 ). This variation might be attributed to the fact that some patients develop adaptive eye-and head-movements allowing them to efficiently compensate for the visual field loss. Further evidence for the hemianopic compensatory viewing behavior is available from naturalistic experiments. When viewing simple patterns patients with HVFDs spend most of their time looking toward their blind hemifield in order to bring more of the visual scene into their seeing hemifield (Ishiai, Furukawa, & Tsukagoshi, 1987) . This deviation of the fixation point towards the hemianopic side was considered to be an efficient compensatory strategy and has since been observed in numerous other tasks, including dot-counting Tant et al., 2002b; Zihl, 1995) , viewing of natural and degraded images (Pambakian et al., 2000) and comparative visual search .
To date, hemianopic gaze patterns have been assessed with tasks on stationary displays, usually limiting the field of view to a computer screen. Although the most demanding tasks for hemianopic patients arise within dynamic -commonly time-constrained -situations in our constantly changing visual world (Zihl, 1995) , little is known about the exploration strategy applied by those patients when confronted with moving stimuli. Recent evidence suggests that efficient oculomotor adaptation to visual field loss is highly specific and task-dependent Schuett et al., 2009) , therefore specialized approaches seem necessary in order to assess visual behavior of hemianopic patients towards dynamic objects in contrast to stationary targets. Some clues to visual behavior of hemianopes in dynamic, naturalistic environments have been provided by on-road experiments; however, the use of accurate eye and head tracking systems under such scenarios is still not established .
Moreover, most of the previous studies assessed hemianopic patients as a group in contrast to normal subjects. Given that some of the patients compensate for their visual deficit, it might be more appropriate to identify these patients according to functional performance measures, and study their gaze patterns in comparison to patients with inadequate compensation and normal subjects as well Wood et al., 2011; Zihl, 1999) . Therefore, the aim of the present study was to identify efficient compensatory gaze patterns applied by patients with HVFDs in a collision avoidance task with moving stimuli under virtual reality (VR) conditions. We hypothesized that patients with high success rates in completing the task will demonstrate compensatory scanning patterns, characterized by increased gaze movements especially towards moving objects of interest on their blind side and that this gaze strategy will be more evident in the more difficult task.
Material and methods

Participants
Thirty eligible patients with HVFDs (20 with hemianopia and 10 with quadrantanopia) and 30 normal-sighted group-age-matched control subjects were enrolled in the study. All participants were at least 18 years old, had best corrected monocular (near and distant) visual acuity of at least 20/25 and normal function and morphology of the anterior visual pathways as evaluated by ophthalmological tests (fundus and slit-lamp examinations, ocular alignment, ocular motility). The group-age-matched control subjects additionally showed normal visual fields and no history of brain injury, physical or cognitive impairment. Patients had a homonymous visual field defect, varying from complete homonymous hemianopia to homonymous paracentral scotomas, due to a unilateral vascular brain lesion, which was documented by neuroradiological findings (magnetic resonance imaging or computerized tomography). The time span between the brain lesion and the examination date comprised at least 6 months. Exclusion criteria for patients were as follows: visual hemi-neglect as determined by horizontal line bisection, copying of figures, and by means of the ''Bells test'' (Gauthier, Dehaut, & Joannette, 1989) , evidence of cognitive decline, aphasia, apraxia, visual agnosia or physical impairment, cerebral tumor, multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, and previous scanning training. The demographic data of patients are presented in Appendix 1. The research study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of Tübingen and was performed according to the Declaration of Helsinki. Following verbal and written explanation of the experimental protocol all subjects gave their written consent, with the option of withdrawing from the study at any time.
Virtual reality environment
The VR environment was displayed on a large cone-shaped projection screen (horizontal field of view: 150°, vertical: 70°) allowing for natural viewing behavior (Hardiess, Gillner, & Mallot, 2008; . Subjects were seated upright with the back tightly on the chair and with their head in the axis of the conical screen (eye level: 1.2 m altitude, distance to the screen: 1.62 m). The virtual environment and the experimental procedures were programmed in C++ using the SGI OpenGL Performer™ (spatial resolution of the generated images: 2048 by 768 pixels). To illuminate the whole projection screen, two video projectors each with 1024 by 768 pixel resolution and a fixed 60 Hz frame rate were used. The light in the experimental lab was dimmed nearly to complete darkness in order to avoid disturbing cues from the surround.
Eye-in-head movement recordings were realized with an infrared light based, head mounted and lightweight eye tracker (bright pupil type, model 501 from Applied Science Laboratories, Bedford, USA). The tracker uses the pupil-corneal-reflection method and enables an accuracy two degrees or better, depending on the eccentricity of the eye position. Real time delay was 50 ms. To record head-in-space movements, an infrared light based tracker system (ARTtrack/DTrack from ART GmbH, Weilheim, Germany) with 6 degrees of freedom, 0.1°accuracy, and a real time delay of 40 ms was used. A configuration of four light reflecting balls fixed to the eye tracker device and thus to the head provided the tracking target for the head tracking system. Both trackers had a fixed temporal sampling frequency of 60 Hz. The online position recordings from eyes and head were transmitted via socket connection to an experimental PC for storage.
We used a nine-point grid for equipment calibration which was carried out at the beginning of the experiment. Subjects started each trial in a tunnel. Prior to each trial, patients initially fixated a central cross for 5 s to ensure that their gaze commenced at the center of the projection screen (point of origin). All gaze (eye and head) measurements are reported relative to this point of origin. After leaving the tunnel the participants could adjust their driving speed between 18 and 61.2 km/h (11.2-38 mph) by means of a joystick in order to avoid a collision with the cross traffic at the intersection. During the driving period it was not possible to stop the car. The subjects were instructed to ''drive'' along a straight road (Fig. 1a and b ) and finally to cross a virtual intersection without causing a collision. A lateralization effect has been suggested for patients with HVFDs in terms of failing to detect stationary objects in the hemianopic side (Bowers et al., 2009 ). Therefore, we used an intersection with cross traffic in order to elicit visual scanning by eye and head movements and detect participants' potential to compensate. The driving distance to the intersection was 172.5 m and the only possible movement of the virtual vehicle was straight ahead. When subjects reached a white line 22.5 m before the intersection (Fig. 1b) , they were automatically driven across the intersection with the last adjusted speed without further visual input. A potential collision was then calculated by the simulation program and was delivered to the examiner at the end of the experiment. Even in case of a collision the participants did not experience a virtual crash and did not receive any feedback about the result during the experiment, in order to maintain identical conditions for each trial. All vehicles of the cross traffic had a constant speed of 50 km/h (31.1 mph), were either red Renault Twingo or white Trabant vehicles ( Fig. 1b) with equal numbers of vehicles approaching from the left and right side. The experiment was programmed at two traffic density levels of ascending difficulty, which would generate collisions in 50% or 75% of the trials respectively -in case that a subject would begin the trial at a random position and would drive with random speed (i.e. chance level). Subjects performed 30 trials in the same randomized order (i.e. 15 trials for each density level) and were free to perform head and eye movements. Prior to the start of the experiment all subjects underwent a training session lasting 5-10 min. The time to complete the whole experiment ranged from 40 to 50 min.
Visual field assessment
Visual fields of patients were assessed with monocular threshold-related, slightly supraliminal automated static perimetry (sAS) within the central 30°visual field, binocular slightly supraliminal automated static perimetry (sAS) within the 90°visual field as well as binocular semi-automated 90°kinetic perimetry (SKP), each obtained with the OCTOPUS 101 Perimeter (Fa. HAAG-STREIT, Koeniz, Switzerland). Visual fields of control subjects were assessed with binocular slightly supraliminal automated static perimetry (sAS) within the 90°and binocular semi-automated 90°kinetic perimetry (SKP).
Data analysis and statistics
The MATLAB software (MathWorks Company, Natick, USA) was used to analyze the recorded head and eye tracking data. The gaze vector was calculated as resultant of the head and eye vectors. Thus, the gaze vector combines both the head-in-space and the eye-inhead vectors. Fixations were defined as sections of the gaze trajectory where gaze velocity did not exceed 100°/s for at least 120 ms. A gliding window procedure was used to distinguish such gaze fixations (stable gaze position related to the processed stimulus region) from gaze saccades (Hardiess, Gillner, & Mallot, 2008) . Since gaze position was calculated from the sum of eye-in-head plus headin-space positions, the terms ''saccades'' and ''fixations'' used in the text refer to gaze saccades and gaze fixations respectively.
Statistical analysis was conducted using the statistical software JMP Ò (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) [www.jmp.com]. Task performance was quantitatively assessed as the number of collisions for the 15 trials per density level. A distinction between ''adequate'' (HVFD A ) and ''inadequate'' (HVFD I ) patients was based on their task performance (i.e. number of collisions) in both difficulty levels by means of the median split method (Altgassen et al., 2007; Cohen, 2003; Machner et al., 2009; Zihl, 1999) . The square roots of the number of collisions for each density level were used to span a two-dimensional co-ordinate system, where each point represents a patient (Fig. 2) . The square root transformation of the data was used in order to stabilize the variance for Poisson distributed variables. This method implements an intrinsic functional criterion, which is based on the experimental results. Additionally, the median split introduces a joined performance measure for the two tasks of varying difficulty and divides patients into two subgroups (HVFD A and HVFD I ) each one consisting of 15 patients.
For the assessment of visual exploration we calculated the following gaze-related parameters: total number of fixations, mean duration of fixations (ms), percentage of fixations on vehicles (%), percentage of ''straight-ahead'' fixations (i.e. fixations on the intersection, %), scanpath length (i.e. the sum of all saccadic amplitudes) and number of gaze shifts (i.e. gaze transitions between left and right hemifield). Finally, we calculated the ''mean gaze eccentricity'' (°), as the average distance of gaze position from the intersection. In addition, we performed hemispace and directional analyses (Tant et al., 2002b; Zihl, 1995) . The hemifield is defined in terms of The square roots of the number of collisions for the density levels 50% (x axis) and 75% (y axis) were used to span a two-dimensional coordinate system, where each point represents a patient. The ellipse contains 95% of the bivariate normal distribution. The continuous line is the principal axis of the ellipse. Based on its slope, the formula for the weighted sum ''wsum'' is calculated from both square roots: 1.83 Â sqrt(collisions at 50%) + sqrt(collisions at 75%). The median is 5.55. Patients with wsum > median are shown as black dots and were denoted as ''inadequate'' (i.e. more collisions or HVFD I ), while all remaining patients (with wsum < median) are shown as white dots and were denoted as ''adequate'' (i.e. fewer collisions or HVFD A ). The label ''2'' on some positions indicates coinciding values. The correlation between patients' performance at 50% and 75% density was significant (Rho-S = 0.51, p < 0.05).
the vertical center of the screen (Tant et al., 2002b) , as left/right for normally-sighted subjects and blind/seeing for patients. Hemispace analysis was performed on the proportion (%) of gaze eccentricity to the blind or left hemifield and the proportion of fixations landing at each hemifield. Proportion of gaze eccentricity to the blind or left hemifield was calculated as following: (mean gaze eccentricity to the blind or left hemifield Â 100)/(mean gaze eccentricity to the blind or left hemifield + mean gaze eccentricity to the seeing or right hemifield). Directional analysis was performed on the mean saccadic amplitude (°). In accordance with an earlier study (Zihl, 1995) , the terms ''visual exploration'', ''visual searching'' and ''visual scanning'' are used synonymously.
In order to identify gaze patterns associated with successful collision avoidance, the above gaze-related parameters were compared across the three participant groups (adequate patients HVFD A , inadequate patients HVFD I and normal subjects N) by one-way ANOVA. Subsequent post hoc comparisons were performed using the Tukey's HSD test. In order to test for hemispace preferences, unpaired t-tests were conducted between hemifields (left and right for normal subjects, blind and seeing for patients). Matched pairs t-tests were performed between the levels of ''traffic density'' (50% and 75%), in order to investigate the influence of task difficulty. As multiple tests were carried out, the significance level was adjusted using a Bonferroni correction to an alpha-level of 0.05 for multiple comparisons. All data sets were tested for normality by the Shapiro-Wilk test; for non-normally distributed data, the Kruskal-Wallis test for multiple comparisons and the Mann-Whitney U test were used.
Results
Demographic data
Thirty patients with HVFDs (20 patients with homonymous hemianopia, 10 patients with homonymous quadrantanopia) with a mean age of 46.2 ± 16 years and 30 normal subjects with a mean age of 45.1 ± 15.4 years were included in the study. Mean time since lesion onset was 2.7 years and exceeded 1 year in the vast majority of cases (26 out of 30 patients). There were 15 patients with right-hemispheric and 15 patients with left-hemispheric lesions. There were no differences in age (p = 0.79, t-test) and gender (p = 0.79, Fisher's exact test) between patients and control subjects, reflecting group-matching with respect to age and gender.
Nineteen out of 30 patients reported that they were regularly driving in the past but ceased driving at the time of the brain injury, eight out of 30 patients reported regularly driving both in the past and currently, and three patients were lifetime nondrivers (aged 18, 19 and 21 years, see Appendix 1). All 30 normal subjects reported regularly driving in the past and currently. There were no differences regarding years of driving experience between patients (22.4 ± 11.7 years, range: 5-45 years) and normal subjects (19.9 ± 11.1 years, range: 2-35 years) (p = 0.42, t-test).
Task performance: number of collisions and trial duration
According to the median split method, patients were divided into two subgroups by the median of their performance (number of collisions) in both density levels: 15 ''adequate'' (HVFD A ) and 15 ''inadequate'' (HVFD I ) patients (Fig. 2) . A significant correlation was shown between patients' performance at 50% and 75% density (Rho-S = 0.51, p < 0.05). Normal subjects and HVFD A patients had similar collision numbers, while HVFD I patients showed significantly more collisions than the other participant groups at both traffic densities (Fig. 3) . In addition, trial duration, i.e. the time needed to complete the task, was similar between normal subjects and HVFD A patients, while HVFD I patients showed shorter trial duration than normal subjects (Fig. 3) .
Comparison of gaze-related parameters between normal subjects, HVFD A , and HVFD I patients
Regarding analysis of gaze-related parameters, 14 patients (five HVFD A and nine HVFD I ) and 19 normal subjects (N) were evaluable, because 27 participants with insufficient eye and head tracking data had to be excluded (16 patients and 11 normal subjects). The relatively high rate of missing gaze tracking data represents a limitation of our study and is due to the wide range of possible gaze positions allowed on the large projection screen (horizontal view 150°). Gaze tracking errors occur when either the corneal reflection or the pupil moves out of the range of the eye camera, i.e. in case of saccadic movements to peripheral stimuli. The off axis movements are often brief and, therefore, not fully followed by a head movement to re-center the eye within the tracking range (Reimer & Sodhi, 2006) . Such eye movements to peripheral targets were common in our study, because we aimed to assess scanning behavior over a large area of the visual field. That was the reason for using a wide projection screen and an appropriate intersection task. Additionally, the use of a high cutoff rate (of 5%) for accepting Fig. 3 . Number of collisions for traffic density 50% (A) and 75% (B), and mean trial duration for traffic density 50% (C) and 75% (D). Comparisons were performed between normal subjects (black bars), adequate-HVFD A patients (white bars) and inadequate-HVFD I patients (grey bars). Tukey's post hoc test was conducted in order to detect significant differences between groups ( Ã p < 0.05, usable data, the technical characteristics of the tracking equipment (limited tracking area) and the fact that participants ''preferred'' eye movements without accompanying head movements resulted in the high rate of missing gaze data.
There were no differences between the two patient subgroups (HVFD A and HVFD I ) regarding age (p = 0.65, t-test), the time span since brain lesion (p = 0.69, Mann-Whitney U test) and the degree of macular sparing (p = 0.35, Mann-Whitney U test). Research has suggested that novice drivers have different search strategies compared with experienced drivers (Chapman & Underwood, 1998; Mourant & Rockwell, 1972) . In this study population there was no difference between normal subjects, HVFD A and HVFD I patients regarding years of driving experience (p = 0.67, Kruskal-Wallis test).
In order to identify gaze strategies associated with successful collision avoidance, gaze-related parameters are depicted graphically as a function of participant group (HVFD A patients, HVFD I patients, and normal subjects) for density 50% (Fig. 4) and density 75% (Fig. 5) . The mean gaze eccentricity is shown for both densities in Fig. 6 . The effect of ''group'' under both traffic densities was significant for all examined parameters except for fixation number at both densities, and mean fixation duration at density 50% (numeric values are reported in Appendix 2). Results of post hoc tests for both densities are presented in Appendices 3 and 4 (numeric values). In comparison to HVFD I patients, visual exploration of HVFD A patients at both traffic densities was characterized by longer scanpaths, more gaze shifts, larger mean gaze eccentricity, more fixations on virtual vehicles, less ''straight-ahead'' fixations on the intersection (Figs. 4-6 ) and larger saccadic amplitudes towards both hemifields (Fig. 7 ). There were no significant differences between HVFD A and HVFD I patients regarding total fixation number, fixation duration (Figs. 4 and 5) , proportion of fixations and proportion of gaze eccentricity to the blind hemifield (Fig. 7) . Overall, visual exploration behavior was intensified in the subgroup of adequately performing patients (HVFD A ).
Normal subjects and HVFD A patients shared many similarities regarding their gaze patterns and differed only in a few parameters. In comparison to normal subjects, HVFD A patients exhibited larger mean gaze eccentricity and more fixations on vehicles, presumably resulting in identification of the collision-relevant ones and successful collision avoidance. Additionally, a higher proportion of fixations and gaze eccentricity, and shorter saccades to the blind hemifield were evident for HVFD A patients. Interestingly, when mean gaze eccentricity is plotted over distance to the intersection, HVFD A patients display increased values (i.e. more scanning activity) especially in the first and middle part of the route ( Fig. 6b and d) , which indicates the importance of gaining an initial overview of the scene.
On the other hand, normal subjects and HVFD I patients exhibited distinct gaze patterns. All examined gaze-related parameters (except for fixation number and mean fixation duration) were significantly different between these two subgroups.
Comparison of gaze-related parameters between traffic density 50% and 75%
The effect of task difficulty on scanning strategies was investigated by comparing gaze-related parameters between the two traffic densities (Table 1 ). Under more challenging task conditions (i.e. traffic density 75%) all three participant subgroups increased the total number of fixations and fixations on vehicles as expected. HVFD A patients and normal subjects increased their scanpath length, number of gaze shifts and mean gaze eccentricity. Fixation duration and fixations on the intersection were decreased. Interestingly, normal subjects' saccades to their left hemifield were larger for density 75% than for density 50% (Table 1) . At traffic density 75% HVFD I patients displayed similar adaptive visual behavior.
Additionally, the amplitudes of saccades directed to the blind hemifield were increased; at the same time, however, the proportion of fixations and gaze eccentricity to the blind hemifield were significantly decreased (Table 1 ). An overview of gaze trajectory and visual adaptations during an entire trial for a normal subject, a HVFD A patient and a HVFD I patient is given in Fig. 8 for both traffic densities. Fig. 4 . Gaze-related parameters for traffic density 50%. Comparisons were performed between normal subjects (black bars), adequate-HVFD A patients (white bars) and inadequate-HVFD I patients (grey bars) regarding the number of fixations (A), mean fixation duration (B), the percentage of fixations to vehicles (C), the percentage of fixations to the intersection (D), the scanpath length (E), and the number of gaze shifts (F). Tukey's post hoc test was conducted in order to detect significant differences between groups ( Ã p < 0.05, ÃÃ p < 0.01, ÃÃÃ p < 0.001, n.s.
indicates non-significant comparisons). Error bars indicate standard error of the mean (sem).
Hemispace analyses (comparison of gaze-related parameters between the two hemifields)
Finally, the data were analyzed to assess whether the blind hemifield was explored more than the seeing hemifield (Table 2) . Both HVFD A and HVFD I patients showed similar (increased) numbers of fixations and a higher proportion of gaze eccentricity to the blind hemifield compared to their intact hemifield at both traffic densities. However, they differed in their fixation distribution. HVFD A patients devoted more fixations on vehicles and fewer fixations on the intersection than HVFD I patients. Directional analysis revealed that the mean saccadic amplitude towards the blind hemifield was significantly shorter in comparison to the seeing hemifield for both patient subgroups, while there were no differences for normal subjects (Table 2) . Interestingly, normal subjects displayed more fixations in the right than the left hemifield for density 50%, and a higher proportion of gaze eccentricity to the left than the right hemifield for density 75%.
Summary of results
The main results are summarized in Fig. 8 , where the gaze trajectories of a normal subject (A and D), a HVFD A patient with right homonymous hemianopia (B and E), and a HVFD I patient with right homonymous hemianopia (C and F) are shown during an entire trial at traffic density 50% (top panel) and 75% (bottom panel). Striking differences are evident between the HVFD A patient, who displays an active gaze pattern with appropriate behavioral adaptation (speed adjustments), and the HVFD I patient, who is unable to compensate. The HVFD A patient (B and E) shows more gaze shifts, more fixations on vehicles, larger saccades, larger mean gaze eccentricity -especially in the initial part of the route -and more speed adjustments (kinks) than the HVFD I patient (C and F), who demonstrates decreased gaze activity (C and F) resulting in a collision (F). Trial duration is similar between the normal subject and the HVFD A patient, while the HVFD I patient completes trials in a shorter period of time but ends in a collision (F) due to the lack of gaze movements and appropriate speed adjustments. Table 3 provides an overview of the main compensation mechanisms (gaze-related parameters), which are implemented by hemianopic patients under three experimental tasks of increasing difficulty. The same patient population performed a dot-counting task, a comparative visual search task and the present dynamic collision avoidance task Papageorgiou et al., 2012) . In order to compensate for the visual field defect, patients use different gaze strategies, which are gradually intensified as task complexity increases.
Discussion
We investigated the scanning strategies of patients with HVFDs and normal subjects under dynamic VR conditions. We found that the subgroup of patients who adapt successfully to their visual deficit (HVFD A ), display distinct gaze patterns characterized by increased exploration, particularly towards moving objects of interest on their blind side. This compensatory behavior becomes especially evident during the more demanding task, i.e. the high traffic density condition. A gaze bias to the blind hemifield -in terms of proportion of fixations and gaze eccentricity -is observed in both patient subgroups; however, adequately compensating patients undertake longer saccades and more gaze shifts than inadequate patients, bring more visual elements into their seeing hemifield and hence display a mean gaze eccentricity that is even larger than that of normal subjects (Figs. 6 and 8) .
Compensatory gaze strategies
Our findings are to some extent consistent with previous studies. It has been demonstrated that compensatory efforts of patients with HVFDs in stationary scenarios include increased numbers of fixations, longer search times and more time looking towards their . Gaze-related parameters for traffic density 75%. Comparisons were performed between normal subjects (black bars), adequate-HVFD A patients (white bars) and inadequate-HVFD I patients (grey bars) regarding the number of fixations (A), mean fixation duration (B), the percentage of fixations to vehicles (C), the percentage of fixations to the intersection (D), the scanpath length (E), and the number of gaze shifts (F). Tukey's post hoc test was conducted in order to detect significant differences between groups ( blind hemifield Ishiai, Furukawa, & Tsukagoshi, 1987; Pambakian et al., 2000; Tant et al., 2002b) . According to our results, under dynamic, time-constrained situations, the deviation of fixation distribution towards the blind side is sufficient only when it results from appropriate ''goal-relevant'' gaze movements, in order to extract all the necessary information for completion of the current task in a timely manner. Increased gaze scanning led to a more efficient fixation pattern for HVFD A patients, who exhibited more fixations on vehicles and fewer fixations on the intersection than HVFD I patients. This strategy resulted in identification of the collision-relevant vehicles and successful collision avoidance. Experiments on visual behavior of hemianopes in naturalistic tasks have indeed revealed that in dynamic or complex environments, where patients cannot exclusively rely on their spatial working memory in order to locate salient objects Martin et al., 2007) , compensation is possible by means of exploratory gaze movements (Fig. 9) . This is reflected in the increased scanpath length, number of gaze shifts and especially in the number of fixations on vehicles and mean gaze eccentricity, where the values of the two latter parameters for HVFD A patients exceed even those of normal subjects. Similar results were obtained from onroad tests (Kooijman et al., 2004; Wood et al., 2011) , showing that patients rated as safe to drive compensated by making more head movements into their blind field and received superior ratings regarding eye movements. Additionally, we observed that the mean gaze eccentricity of HVFD A patients was larger in the first and middle part of the route compared to that of normal subjects (Fig. 6) . Starting to scan the visual scene at a larger distance to the intersection has been also reported in an earlier study and offers the advantage of capturing more visual elements by performing shorter saccades and also having more time to plan the motor response (Kooijman et al., 2004) .
The need to compensate by gaze scanning in the context of a dynamic scenario and visual field loss is further reflected in the finding that HVFD A patients exhibit similar or even fewer fixations on the intersection than normal subjects. Normal subjects are able to parafoveally perceive and spatially represent large areas. Therefore, when they look straight ahead, input from the peripheral visual field possibly combined with spatial memory information, enables them to use the concluding milliseconds of a fixation (Pambakian et al., 2000) to program their next saccade (Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005) . Preplanning of future saccades based on peripheral information has the advantage of guiding saccades to task-relevant objects, clustering neighboring stimuli and omitting empty or irrelevant parts (Tant et al., 2002b; Zihl, 1999) . However, HVFD patients lack unilateral peripheral visual input that could guide their saccades, so they must explore even irrelevant parts of the visual scene, in order to increase their possibilities of detecting an object of interest, i.e. a collision-relevant vehicle in the present task (Chédru, Leblanc, & Lhermitte, 1973; Tant et al., 2002b) . HVFD A patients achieve this goal by performing numerous gaze movements and shifting their gaze towards the blind hemifield.
Interestingly, although distinct differences were observed in fixation position, fixation duration was similar across the three participant groups (except for the longer fixation duration of HVFD I patients in comparison to normal subjects for the more demanding task) (Fig. 5) . Our results are in general accord with studies reporting that the mean fixation duration during visual search is 275 ms (Rayner, 1998) . Some authors have reported increased fixation duration for patients with HVFDs in comparison to normal subjects under stationary conditions Machner et al., 2009; Zihl, 1999) . This finding might be attributed to the lack of time constraints and the opportunity for greater reliance on working memory. In contrast to stationary displays, the processing of motion by the faster magnocellular channel (Livingstone & Hubel, 1988) in combination with time constraints in our paradigm, where participants did not have the possibility to stop the vehicle, may explain the adoption of fixations with similar duration to those of normal subjects. This result is in accordance with a study reporting eye movements of drivers while they watched films of dangerous driving situations. Similarly, the most visually complex urban roads attracted the shortest fixation durations (Chapman & Underwood, 1998) . In general, it seems plausible that poor performance of HVFD I patients should be mainly attributed to deficient implementation of gaze saccades, as also shown in a previous visual search task. Saccadic metrics accounted for much more of the variability and improvement in performance than did fixation duration. Therefore, the authors hypothesized that the speed of visual scanning depends upon how much is perceived during a single fixation, rather than how long it takes to process what is seen during that fixation (Phillips & Edelman, 2008) .
Increased working memory involvement
In some recent studies no gaze bias towards the blind hemifield or adaptive gaze behavior of HVFD patients were observed, when assembling wooden models under naturalistic conditions (Martin et al., 2007) or during a dot-counting task and a comparative visual search task . It was therefore hypothesized that the static nature or the relative simplicity of these tasks afforded an opportunity for greater reliance on visuo-spatial memory Martin et al., 2007) . However, in contrast to these stationary displays, the dynamic nature of the present task forces HVFD A patients to adopt appropriate gaze strategies (Fig. 9) . Recent evidence (Schuett et al., 2009) further suggests that efficient oculomotor adaptation to visual field loss is highly specific and task-dependent; therefore the dissociation in compensational strategies between various tasks should be interpreted in the light of their cognitive demand. Tasks on stationary displays, such as dotcounting (Zihl, 1999) , visual search for targets and comparative visual search require lower levels of cognitive demand than collision avoidance. Collision avoidance is a cognitively complex task, involving processes such as oculomotor adaptation, speed estimation, selection of collision relevant obstacles, storage in visual working memory and visuo-motor calibration (Lee, 1976; Simpson, Johnston, & Richardson, 2003) . Therefore a distinct, highly effective compensatory strategy is expected (Fig. 9) .
Our findings may suggest that gaze adaptation is the primary compensatory mechanism to achieve collision avoidance, but implementation of intact working memory should be also considered. A task-dependent representation of dynamic objects within working memory was found in normal subjects using the same collision avoidance task . A limited number of collision relevant vehicles were represented preferentially in visuospatial working memory, while the distribution of gaze did not reflect the collision-relevance of vehicles . Due to the visual field deficit, HFVD patients need to invest additional effort in visual search of the scene in order to select the task-relevant (i.e. collision-prone) vehicles, which will be represented in working memory (Fig. 9) . Problematic visual scanning or reduced working memory capacity lead to inadequate compensation (Fig. 9) . A further compensatory option for HVFD A patients is to use their intact working memory in order to perform memoryguided saccades, particularly towards the blind hemifield, where no visual input is available. By shifting their gaze to remembered coordinates of the visual scenery in a goal-oriented manner, they are able to spare time and avoid unnecessary visual search.
Storage in unimpaired working memory may also play a role for stationary elements of the visual scene, i.e. the location of the intersection Machner et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2007) . HVFD A patients efficiently avoided collisions at the intersection, although -especially for the easier task -they performed fewer fixations on it than HVFD I patients and normal subjects. HVFD I patients attempted to compensate by increased working memory involvement, as indicated by the slightly longer fixations compared to normal subjects for density 75% (Fig. 5) . However, reduced working memory capacity probably forced them to devote a high proportion of their fixations on the intersection in Table 1 Gaze-related parameters, directional and hemispace analyses for normal subjects (N), HVFD A and HVFD I patients for both density conditions (mean). Statistical comparisons were made between density 50% -density 75% (matched pairs t-test). Bonferroni: The HVFD A patient (B and E) shows more gaze shifts, more fixations on vehicles, larger saccades, larger mean gaze eccentricity -especially in the initial part of the route -and more speed adjustments (kinks) than the HVFD I patient (C and F), who demonstrates decreased gaze activity (C and F) resulting in a collision (F). Trial duration is similar between the normal subject and the HVFD A patient, while the HVFD I patient completes trials in a shorter period of time.
Table 2
Directional and hemispace analyses for normal subjects (N), HVFD A , and HVFD I patients in both hemifields (mean). Statistical comparisons were made between blind (B) and seeing (S) hemifield for patients, and between left (L) and right (R) hemifield for normal subjects (unpaired t-test). Bonferroni: (Fig. 9 ).
Effect of task difficulty on visual adaptation
In the more complex task (traffic density 75%) we observed increased gaze adaptation due to the higher visual demands. The participants must acquire a greater amount of relevant information in the same period of time, therefore all parameters associated to gaze movements, i.e. fixation number, fixations on vehicles, gaze shifts and scanpath length, display increased values. These findings in combination with shorter fixation duration support a greater reliance of HVFD A patients and normal subjects on gaze adaptation in order to solve the more difficult task. Fixation duration has been shown to reflect ongoing processing in scene viewing (Henderson & Graham, 2008) and shorter fixation duration has been associated with lower memory load (Velichkovsky, Challis, & Pomplun, 1995) . Therefore, HVFD A patients and normal subjects seem to reduce their working memory load, as indicated by the fewer fixations on the intersection and their shorter duration, and increase their gaze adaptation in the more complex task. A possible explanation is that the plethora of moving objects does not allow the maintenance of a reliable spatial representation. Although HVFD I patients also reduce fixation duration in the more complex task, they fail to undertake enough scanning movements and to reduce their fixations on the intersection to the same degree as HVFD A patients and normal subjects. Decreased gaze activity and reduced working memory availability result in their inability to solve the task.
Saccadic metrics
In general accord with previous reports, saccadic amplitudes of patients with HVFDs in the direction of their blind field were shorter than those towards their seeing field and those of normal subjects (Ishiai, Furukawa, & Tsukagoshi, 1987; Pambakian et al., 2000; Tant et al., 2002b; Zihl, 1995 Zihl, , 1999 . The overshooting/corrective saccade strategy towards the blind hemifield -as described previously (Meienberg et al., 1981; Zangemeister et al., 1998 ) -was not observed in the present study. However, HVFD A patients performed significantly longer saccades to both hemifields than HVFD I patients. There were no differences in macular sparing between the two patient subgroups, so it is unlikely that HVFD A patients received visual input from their remaining intact visual field. Saccades into the blind hemifield are based on spatial memory and allow for normal saccadic accuracy towards static targets (Martin et al., 2007) . However in case of numerous moving stimuli, we assume that creating and updating of a spatial representation interferes with gaze scanning. As discussed above, given that working memory is intact in HVFD A patients, implementation of memoryguided saccades may explain the finding that HVFD A patients perform hypometric saccades towards the blind side, which however are larger -and maybe more precise -than those of HVFD I patients.
Task design
In contrast to real traffic scenarios, where drivers can and have to stop in front of an intersection, our participants were automatically driven across the intersection with the last adjusted speed, without further visual input or information about the success of the trial. Although the available period to react at an intersection is not always unlimited even in real world, our study was designed in order to achieve repeatable and completely programmable experimental conditions. Additionally, the motivation of participants should remain identical throughout the whole experiment and should not be influenced by negative feedback after a collision, especially at the difficulty level of 75%. Furthermore, implementation of higher cognitive processes, such as learning effects, should be possibly avoided, because aim of this study was to investigate visual performance and gaze movements. For these reasons, the number of collisions in this study may be overestimated and is not representative of real-life, but offers a performance measure, which allows for comparison between participants. By using this specific design, we aimed to assess only those gaze parameters which are relevant for the passage of an intersection.
Multimodal approach
The introduction of this dynamic collision avoidance task completed our former study on hemianopic gaze adaptations under static scenarios . This multimodal approach demonstrates the need for a gradual increase in compensatory efforts with increasing task demands (Table 3) . Dot-counting restricts visual scanning to the processes of visual sampling without any further identification component (Zihl, 1999 ) and a low demand for working memory. The visual search for targets among distractors requires additional object recognition. Comparative visual search further involves a comparator mechanism . Collision avoidance is even more challenging, since detection of dynamic objects and appropriate response are needed (Papageorgiou et al., 2012) . Our findings suggest that hemianopic compensation is different between static and dynamic displays and requires additional or more intense gaze strategies with increasing task complexity.
Conclusion
In conclusion, the assignment of patients into two subgroups on the basis of their performance in a collision avoidance task, allowed associating certain compensatory mechanisms with functional outcomes. Striking differences were revealed between adequately (HVFD A ) and inadequately (HVFD I ) compensating patients and normal subjects. Successful compensation was associated with active exploration in terms of more gaze shifts, increased scanpath length and longer saccades especially towards objects of interest in the blind side. Recent studies have shown that in stationary displays patients with HVFDs might compensate by means of increased working memory involvement. In addition to this evidence, our findings suggest that in the context of a dynamic environment gaze adaptation should be also implemented, in order to allow continuous updating of moving objects' spatial location and selection of the task-relevant ones (Fig. 9) .
By assessing eye and head movements, this study enables better understanding of hemianopic driving behavior and confirms the qualitative observations of previous on-road studies, which showed that some hemianopic drivers compensate by exploring their blind hemifield and are therefore fit to drive compared with age-matched control drivers (Tant, Brouwer, Cornelissen, & Kooijman, 2002a; Wood et al., 2009 Wood et al., , 2011 . Virtual reality and driving simulators offer the advantage of accurate gaze tracking, but require real world validation, and their use is still not established due to lack of realism, imperfect specificity for real-life scenarios and limited availability to the general ophthalmologist. On the other hand, on-road studies are associated with safety concerns and technical difficulties regarding gaze tracking. It is obvious that neither research paradigm alone may be sufficient to study all aspects of the problem; therefore multimodal approaches that combine findings of simulator vs. on-road experiments are needed. Such studies will enhance the design of more realistic, standardized driving assessments for future use in driving simulators without any safety concerns.
Additionally, by offering insight into hemianopic gaze behavior, our findings may further enhance the development of rehabilitation tools for patients with visual field defects through training of their exploration ability (eye movements) for clinical use in hospitals and rehabilitation units. Furthermore, such an approach would be extremely useful as an interface for a specific recruitment of active safety components only if necessary, thereby avoiding any kind of ''patronage''. On the other hand, inefficient exploration and subsequently unsuccessful compensatory ability (for example inadequate eye movements) should lead to activation of such active safety systems.
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